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CC-Global Awards 2022|Cloud Innovative Award

We would like to thank 
all partners and            
customers for visiting us 
at ITW 2022.  We had a 
great event and we look 
forward to meeting you 
at the next one! 

Read more

Capacity Middle East HotShot
Series: Re-inventing partnerships

Odine Quarterly Newsletter.

Take a look at Capacity Middle East | HOTShot Series: 
Re-inventing partnerships as Alper Tunga Burak, CEO, 
Odine talks openly about the role of Odine in
accelerating digital transformation and discusses 
Odine’s recent partnership with Turkcell and Turk             

     
Telekom to help them shape the future with 5G with 
Isabelle Paradis, President of HOT TELECOM.

ITW
Highlights

We are delighted to announce that 
Odine has received the Cloud Innovative 
Award at CC-Global Awards 2022! 

This award recognizes Odine’s hard work 
and commitment to empower network 
transformation for customers and          
partners, and building networks of the 
future with cloud-first and software-     
defined systems integration solutions.

2021 Top 500 ICT Companies of Turkey Listing

We are delighted to announce that 
Odine ranked among the top 15 ICT 
Companies of Turkey in multiple
categories on the 2021 Top 500 ICT          
Companies listing for the third year in a 
row! 

As it is a recognition of the level of
professionalism that Odine is constantly 
driven towards it shows Odine’s
commitment to building and
maintaining trust and credibility in our 
partnerships.

Capacity Media 2022 Power Listing

Alper Tunga Burak, CEO, Odine has been 
listed among the 100 of the most
influential people in the wholesale
carrier and ICT communities by Capacity 
Media in the 2022 Power 100 Listing for 
the second year in a row.

Alper Tunga Burak has played a key role 
as the leader and disruptor in expanding 
Odine’s partnerships with 170 operators 
across 36 countries.

Partnership Announcement Odine
Insights

Odine and HORISEN launch SMS & Voice strategic 
partnership for Global Operators

Odine, an award-winning global telecoms partner 
empowering network transformation through building 
resilient and software-defined networks of the future, 
and  HORISEN, a multi-award-winning SMS Platform 
provider specializing in delivering feature-rich,                    
vendor-neutral, cutting-edge messaging technology, 
finalized a strategic ‘best-of-breed’ alliance for
operators globally.

This alliance represents an important strategic
evolution of services that effectively aligns with the 
changing demands of the market. As traffic trends           
fluctuate, operators need to adapt to accommodate the 
growing nature of SMS, encompassing wholesale and 
A2P, and increasingly dynamic service demands.

Public, private or 
hybrid?

Read more about 
how to find the 
most effective 
balance between 
public, private and 
hybrid cloud 
options »

Telcos are in 
much need of a 
shake-up. 

Read our article to 
explore the 
challenges for 
telecoms today 
and how we can 
overcome them, 
together»

Watch here

Upcoming Events

» WWC 2022 | 21 & 22 September

» Capacity Europe 2022|18 & 20 October

» Middle East 2022 GCCM  | 14 & 15 November

Schedule a meeting
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